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Abstract 
uently, the high school and university students meet many difficulties in the understanding of 
e motion under the action of frictional force, because of its dependence either upon the 
hness of touching surfaces and upon the force pressing one surface on the other. 
thermore the understanding of  difference between dynamic and static friction is conceptually 
cult, since the former always opposes body’s motion, while the latter is present until a body is 
ationary condition.  
purpose of this new applet is to highlight such difference and to improve the understanding of 
 angle concept by visualization and making interactive all parameters characterising a body 
on in presence of  frictional forces. 
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Introduction 
uently, the high school and university students meet many difficulties in the Newton’s Second 
1  understanding, although the effects of  natural forces are daily observed. 
articular, difficulties concerning plane motion increase considerably if the action of frictional 
es 2  is present, because of its dependence either upon the roughness of touching surfaces  
upon the force pressing one surface on the other. 

4,3, 5

thermore the understanding of  difference between dynamic and static friction (Fad and Fas 
ectively) is conceptually difficult, since the former always opposes body’s motion, while the 
r is present until a body is in stationary equilibrium and is contrary to the incipient motion due 
e presence of  force, Fext, acting on the body to move it. 
e all the constrain forces, the value of static friction isn’t constant, but depends upon the 
nitude of the Fext. 
 static frictional force is expressed through the relation  Fas ≤ µs N (where µs is the static 
ion coefficient  and N is the Normal force due to the constrain), so that the value Fas = µs N 
esents its maximum reachable value.  

9,8,7,6

example, in the case of a body moving on an rough horizontal plane, static friction value is, 
nt for instant, equal and opposite to horizontal component of  Fext until this latter overcomes 
imit value at which dynamic friction substitutes the static one, and the body start sliding on the 
h horizontal plane. 

1
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 One can treat the same problem by introducing the angle, Ө, between the direction of  total 
constrain action, Rt, (obtained by the sum of  N and Fas ) and the normal to the plane, verifying that 
the increase of Ө derives from the rice of  Fas. 
It is known that the limit angle, Өℓ, is experimentally equivalent to the angle of inclined rough 
plane at which the body start sliding and it is related to µs by the simple relation: µs = tg Өℓ. 
Multimedia technologies10 , now, are valid instruments as educational resource in scientific 
matters teaching, and several web sites have been created for this purpose, like MERLOT 12  
(Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and on-line Teaching) proposing a great collection 
of educational materials. 

11,

 The applets are the educational resources more widely used, because these are platform 
independent and allow an high degree of interaction. 
About frictional force several applets  are available, and each of them presents valuable features, 
nevertheless few of them highlight the conceptual difference between the two types of frictional  
forces.  

14,13

 The purpose of this new applet15  is to underline such difference by visualization and making 
interactive all parameters characterising a body motion on a rough plane. 

16,

 
 
 

An Applet Java about frictional force  
 
The applets about frictional force, realised to focus difference between static and dynamic friction, 
illustrate a body motion both on a rough horizontal and on an inclined plane (applet-A and applet-B, 
respectively), which will be discussed separately in the following. 
In the applet-B the limit angle concept is highlighted, while in the applet-A, Fas , N and 
gravitational force, P, are visualised and the user is allowed to apply an additional force, Fext, with 
variable orientation and magnitude, acting until the body start sliding,   
Furthermore, in both virtual laboratories we made interactive the following parameters: 
 

1. body mass; 
2. static friction coefficient; 
3. dynamic friction coefficient; 

 
and it’s possible the selection of other two buttons necessary to: 
 

4. visualize the limit angle; 
5. reset the screen and restart the animation. 

 
 

 

-Applet A – Body motion on horizontal rough plane 
 
The selection of parameters 2 and 3 permits the setting of static and dynamic friction coefficients 
value respectively, and thereby the body initial velocity, v , has been determined by the relation: in

m
tFNv adsin

∆
−= )(µ  

 2



 
where  is body mass, and ∆t is the time necessary to the body to pass from the rest to the motion 
state17 .  

m

 
By choosing buttons 4, teachers are able to treat this argument  by introducing the angle, Ө, formed 
between N and Rt. 
 
In this applet we made interactive other two parameters: 
 

6. inclination of Fext, respect to x-axes; 
7. magnitude of Fext . 

 
 By varying magnitude and orientation of external force, one can observe the variation of  Rt until 
this overcomes the limit value Өℓ of Ө, at which the body start sliding on a rough horizontal plane.  
 
The control panel (Fig.1, left side of applet) contains 5 sliders: 
 

• “mass setting”: Changing body mass it’s possible observe the variation of  Fad , Fas 
maximum value and N magnitude. 

             Students can understand that variation of body mass doesn’t influence body acceleration.  
•  “static friction coefficient setting”: Its variation consents to change maximum value of 

static friction. 
• “dynamic friction coefficient setting”: By varying this slider students can focus how this 

coefficient affects both dynamic friction and acceleration of body on the rough horizontal 
plane. 

• “inclination of external force setting”: This slider consents to vary external force 
inclination. 

• “external force magnitude setting”: Its variation permits to observe that static friction is 
equal and opposite to external force until this latter overcomes the maximum value of Fas  
and the body slides on rough horizontal plane under the action of Fad (Fig.1– Fig.2 
respectively). 

 
The choice of ”limit angle visualising” checkbox  allows teachers to treat the same argument by 
introducing the limit angle (Fig.1). 
 
The button ”reset” consents to clean the screen and restart the animation. 
 
Furthermore in the right side of applet one can always visualise the numerical values (Fig.3) of: 

a. Fas magnitude; 
b. Fext magnitude, for which body start sliding; 
c. Fad magnitude; 
d. body initial speed; 
e. maximum distance reached from the body. 

 
 

 

-Applet B – Body motion on inclined rough plane 
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This applet is relative to body motion on an inclined rough plane, in addition to the other sliders 
relative to parameters from 1 to 5, the control panel (Fig.4,left side of applet) contains the slider 
consenting to vary plane inclination. 
 By modifying plane inclination, students can observe at stationary equilibrium, how static friction 
is equal and opposite to x-component of  P, and how the body (under the only action of weight 
force) start sliding when inclined plane angle overcomes  the value of Өℓ, making easy the 
understanding of limit angle concept (Fig.4). 
Furthermore at the right side of applet (Fig.4) it is possible to read the values of: 

a. static friction; 
b. the limit angle value to overcome, so that body start sliding; 
c. dynamic friction. 

 
 
 

Conclusion 

 
We realised two java applets devoted to focus the difference between the static and dynamic 
frictional forces and to clarify the meaning of limit angle.  
The presence of an additional force, Fext , with variable direction and magnitude highlights the 
behaviour of total constrain reaction, while the possibility of changing the slope of plane allows to 
connect the static friction coefficient with the inclination angle tangent. 
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Fig.1 
The picture shows  at the left side of applet the control panel by which it’s possible to set the parameters involved in 

body motion. At the centre of figure is showed the body in stationary condition. The static friction is represented by a 
pink arrow, Fext by the red one, P and N forces are represented in green and magenta colours respectively. The total 

constrain reaction is the cyan arrow and limit angle is in red colour. 
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Fig. 2 
The figure shows a body’s motion under the action of dynamic friction (orange arrow). 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 
The picture shows the possibility to visualise the numerical values of kinematic and dynamic quantities. 
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Fig.4 
The picture shows the sliders to set the involved parameters. The cyan slider permits to vary plane inclination. 

It’s evident the x-component of  P (green arrow), the limit angle (red line) and the values of involved parameters at the 
right side of applet.  
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